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Abstract

The security of electronic voting systems is an essential
factor restricting its development. This paper proposes an
electronic voting scheme based on LUC secret system and
secret sharing. This scheme uses LUC to verify and iden-
tify voters’ identities. Furthermore, it adopts Shamir’s se-
cret sharing to divide votes into multiple secret sharings,
which are shared with all vote counters. The vote coun-
ters use the homomorphism of secret sharing to perform
additional operations on the secret sharings received and
then recover the final result of the voting. The proposed
scheme meets the security requirements of anonymity, no
receipt, verifiability and fairness, and so on. At the same
time, it can obtain the final result without restoring the
vote of each voter and there is an optimum number of
vote counters, which guarantees the efficiency of the vot-
ing process. At last, it performs the voting process hier-
archically. These advantages make our method suitable
for electronic voting of different scales.

Keywords: Electronic Voting; Homomorphism; LUC; Se-
cret Share; Vote Counters

1 Introduction

With the development of information technology, voting
has been changed from paper voting to electronic voting.
The security of electronic voting has always been the bot-
tleneck restricting its development. The privacy protec-
tion in electronic voting systems has attracted more and
more attention from scholars and engineers [21]. The most
important feature of electronic voting based on cryptog-
raphy is to provide end-to-end verifiability. All submitted
votes are published in the ciphertext. Trusted third par-
ties can verify the results of the voting, and different vot-

ers can also verify and supervise the whole voting process.
These advantages are not available to non-cryptographic
electronic voting.

After Chaum [5] presented the first electronic voting
scheme based on an anonymous letter channel in 1981, a
large number of electronic voting schemes based on cryp-
tography have been proposed, which can be divided into
the following four categories.

The first kind of electronic voting scheme is based on
a hybrid network. Encrypted votes are confused through
the hybrid network, which can shield the correlation be-
tween output and input, thus achieving the purpose of
protecting the vote information. Chaum’s scheme [5] uses
an anonymous channel to transmit votes, which is a typi-
cal voting scheme based on the hybrid network. Sako and
Killian [34] proposed an obfuscation scheme based on re-
encryption and random permutation for voting. Neff [29]
proposed a mathematical structure to shuffle the votes,
which is only suitable for ElGamal encryption. Groth [14]
gived a scheme to extend Neff’s scheme to general ho-
momorphic encryption in public key cryptosystem. Elec-
tronic voting scheme based on the hybrid network usually
requires multiple confusion calculations, encryption and
decryption operations and zero-knowledge proof. There-
fore, the implementation efficiency is generally low, and
it is difficult to be applied to large-scale voting activities.

The second kind of electronic voting scheme is based
on homomorphic encryption. Cohen [7] in 1985 proposed
the first electronic voting scheme based on homomorphic
encryption, which requires all voters to vote at the same
time. Cramer et al. [8] proposed a 1-out-of-many elec-
tronic voting scheme based on ELGamal encryption and
zero-knowledge proof. This method needs an exhaustive
search when decrypting, and it leads to a high computa-
tional cost. Damgard et al. [11] proposed a many-out-of-
many electronic voting scheme based on Pailier encryp-
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tion [30]. When the set of possible votes contains a large
number of elements, the efficiency of this scheme is re-
duced sharply. Damgard, Groth and Solomonsen [10] de-
signed a scheme to code votes by using homomorphic com-
mitment and homomorphic encryption, which is more effi-
cient. Chen et al. [6] proposed a receipt-free homomorphic
encrypted electronic voting scheme based on semi-trust
model. This scheme achieves the result of confidentiality,
generalized verifiability and fairness. However, it has high
requirements for the voters which is difficult to be used
in practice.

The third kind of electronic voting scheme is based on
the blind signature. In 1992, Fujiaka et al. [13] proposed
the famous electronic voting scheme based on the blind
signature (FOO scheme). This scheme achieves the secu-
rity goal in large-scale electronic voting activities. How-
ever, it still exists some problems, such as the voters can-
not abstain and the votes collision. The proposed scheme
makes electronic voting enter a practical stage. Some elec-
tronic voting systems developed later are basically based
on FOO scheme, e.g., the Sensus system of the University
of Washington [9]. Shilbayeh et al. [35, 38] proposed EV-
APS scheme based on the blind signature and improved
the scheme, both of which are based on REVS [19] and
Evox-MA [12]. Fenfen Luo et al. [27] proposed a receipt-
free electronic voting scheme based on FOO, which theo-
retically solved the problems of ballot collision and non-
abstention, but still failed to achieve overall verifiability.

Shamir [37] proposed the first secret sharing scheme
in 1979. This scheme is based on Lagrange difference
polynomial, which is easy to implement and has high
security. Many improved versions, such as the multi-
stage secret sharing scheme (MSS) [16,22], have emerged
to realize multiple secret sharing. The secret sharing
scheme [23, 31], introducing the one-way function, solves
the problem of secret share reuse and improves the prac-
ticability. Benaloh et al. [2, 4] began to use secret shar-
ing in electronic voting. There are two main types of
electronic voting schemes based on secret sharing: one is
based on the difference method in Shamir’s (t, n) thresh-
old [26,28,36], the other is based on the Chinese Remain-
der Theorem [18,40].

This paper applies the LUC secret system to authenti-
cate voters and Shamir’s (t, n) secret sharing technology
to realize the voting process. Finally, based on the ho-
momorphism of Shamir secret sharing, the final results of
voting are counted, and the feasibility and the security
of our scheme are compared with other methods through
security analysis.

The organizational structure of this paper is as follows.
The second part introduces the information of the LUC
secret system, secret share, and homomorphism of secret
sharing.The third part introduces the security require-
ments, the composition and the form of the electronic
voting system. The fourth part presents our proposed
scheme. The fifth part carries on the security analysis to
the proposed scheme. The last part concludes this paper.

2 Preliminaries

This part mainly introduces the knowledge needed in
this paper, including: The Shamir’s (t, n) secret shar-
ing, the LUC cryptosystem, and the homomorphism of
secret sharing.

2.1 Shamir’s (t, n) Secret Sharing

Shamir’s (t, n) secret sharing is based on Lagrange inter-
polation polynomials, which consists of three phases [37].

2.1.1 Initialization Phase

Secret Distributor (SD) randomly selects n different non-
zero elements x1, x2, . . . , xn, Identifies each participant
Pr ∈ {P1, P2, . . . , Pn}(r = 1, 2, . . . , n), orders P = {P1,
P2, . . . , Pn}, SD and assigns xr to the corresponding Pr(r
= 1, 2, . . . , n), where the value of xr is public.

2.1.2 Secret Distribution Phase

If SD intends to have a participant Pr ∈ P(r = 1, 2,
. . . , n) sharing secret s ∈ Zm(m is a large prime), SD
randomly chooses t-1 elements a1, a1, . . . , an in GF(q)
and constructs t-1 polynomial, by the formula as follows:

f(x) = (s+

t−1∑
i=1

aix
i) mod q

where q > s and s = f(0). Then SD generates secret
shares for all participants:

sr = f(xr) = (s+

t−1∑
i=1

aix
i
r) mod q.

SD sends sr to the corresponding participant Pr

through the secure channel.

2.1.3 Secret Recovery Phase

Any t participants in the n participants may be set as
P1, P2, . . . , Pt, showing their secret shares, which can
reconstruct polynomial f(x).

f(x) = (

t∑
i=1

f(xi)

t∏
j=1,j 6=i

x− xj
xi − xj

) mod q.

By Ordering x = 0, the following formulas is obtained.

s = (

t∑
i=1

f(xi)

t∏
j=1,j 6=i

−xj
xi − xj

) mod q.

In Shamir’(t, n) secret sharing scheme, any secret shares
of not less than t can recover secret s, and no information
of s can be obtained if less than t secret shares. This secret
share scheme is a one-time scheme and can only be used
once in the process of secret share, because after t partici-
pants give secret shares, the secret share can be disclosed
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at the same time. The polynomial f(x) constructed by D
is also made public. This feature just meets the character-
istics of electronic voting. The electronic voting scheme
should be a one-time scheme; otherwise, the scheme itself
will be questioned.

2.2 LUC

LUC is a double cryptosystem proposed by P.Smith [24,
32, 39]. This method uses Lucas sequence to realize en-
cryption and decryption.

2.2.1 Lucas Sequence

Definition 1. Choosing two non-negative integers P and
Q, Constructing quadratic equation x2−Px+Q = 0, the
two roots of the equation are:

x1, x2 =
P ±

√
P 2 − 4Q

2
.

If P 2 − 4Q 6= 0, then the Lucas sequence can be defined
as:

Un(P,Q) =
xn1 − xn2
x1 − x2

, n > 0

Vn(P,Q) = xn1 + xn2 , n > 0.

LUC cryptosystem is only interested in Vn(P,Q) se-
quences, Lucas sequence has the following properties:

• Let a and b be arbitrary positive integers, Vab(P, 1) =
Va(Vb(P, 1), 1); The proof is available in refer-
ence [39].

• Let a and b be arbitrary positive integers,
Vb(Va(P, 1), 1) = Va(Vb(P, 1), 1).

Proof. Vb(Va(P, 1), 1) = Vba(P, 1) = Vab(P, 1) =
Va(Vb(P, 1), 1).

2.2.2 LUC Cryptosystem

LetN = pq, for the product of two odd prime numbers, we
choose an integer e and let(e, φ(N)) = 1, then (e, φ(N)) =
1 is an Euler function, which determines another integer
d by ed ≡ 1 mod φ(N). The construction method is as
follows:

• Public key: N, e;

• Private key: d;

• Plaintext: P is an integer less than N ;

• Ciphertext: C = Ve(P, 1) mod N ;

• Decrypt: P = Vd(P, 1) mod N .

This paper implements voter authentication through the
LUC cryptosystem.

2.3 Homomorphism of Secret Sharing

The concept of homomorphism of secret sharing is given
in [1]. S is the main secret space and T is the secret shar-
ing space corresponding to the main secret. The func-
tion FI : T → S is the induced function of (t, n) se-
cret sharing. This function defines the secret s based on
any subset of {s1, s2, ..., st} containing t secret shares as
s = FI(s1, s2, ..., st), where {I = s1, s2, ..., st}. Defini-
tion: Suppose ⊕ and ⊗ are two functions on set S and
T elements, respectively. For any subset I, if there ex-
ists s = FI(s1, s2, ..., st), s

′ = FI(s′1, s
′
2, ..., s

′
t) satisfies

s ⊕ s′ = FI(s1 ⊗ s′1, s2 ⊗ s′2, ..., st ⊗ s′t), then it is con-
sidered that a (t, n) secret sharing scheme has (⊕, ⊗)
homomorphism.

According to the above definition, Shamir’s (t, n) is
(+, +) homomorphic.

The proof is as follows: suppose two participants A
and B share the secret sA and sB with Shamir’s (t,
n), For A, the secret sA can be decomposed into mul-
tiple secret shares by the following polynomial sA =
FI(a1, a2, ..., at); for B, the secret sB can be decomposed
into multiple secret shares by the following polynomial
sB = FI(b1, b2, ..., bt). The following formulas can be ob-
tained through mathematical variations:

sA + sB = FI(a1 + b1, a2 + b2, ..., at + bt).

This indicates that Shamir’s (t, n) share sharing is (+,
+) homomorphic.

3 Electronic Voting System

This part includes the security requirements of electronic
voting, the form of electronic voting and the composition
of electronic voting.

3.1 Security Requirements for Electronic
Voting

Fujioka et al.[11] defined seven security requirements of
electronic voting, which are considered as the basic secu-
rity requirements of electronic voting schemes.

1) Completeness: All legitimate and valid votes should
be counted correctly.

2) Soundness: Illegal or malicious voters cannot affect
or disrupt the voting process.

3) Privacy: The identity and voting information of all
voters must be kept confidential.

4) Unreusability: All voters can vote only once, not
many times.

5) Eligibility: All voters need to be authenticated be-
fore voting. If the authentication fails, they are not
allowed to vote.
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6) Fairness: Voting is fair to all, and nothing can affect
the fairness of voting.

7) Verifiability: The voting results are verifiable, and no
one can change the voting results.

With the emergence of new network technologies and at-
tack methods, electronic voting needs to meet higher se-
curity requirements besides the above seven basic security
requirements [3, 15,33]:

8) Receipt-Freeness: Voters cannot prove what they
voted for during the voting process.

9) Universal Verifiability: Not only can voters verify
that their votes have been counted correctly, but any
third parties can also verify that the results are cor-
rect

10) Coercion-Resistance: Voters cannot coerce others to
prove their voting information during the voting pro-
cess.

3.2 Electronic Voting Form

There are usually three forms of electronic voting [17]:

1) Voters choose yes or no, which is only suitable for the
case of 2 choosing 1;

2) Voters choose one candidate from multiple candi-
dates, and the number of candidates should be
greater than 2;

3) Voters choose multiple candidates from multiple can-
didates.

3.3 Composition of Electronic Voting

A complete electronic voting system consists of four
parts [3,6,13,17,20,25]: voters, registration agencies, vote
issuing agencies and vote counting agencies.

• Voters: Actual Participants in Voting Activities

• Registration agency: To verify the identity of voters,
only when the conditions for verification specified by
the Registrar are met, can the voter be eligible for
voting.

• Ballot issuing agency: Issuing blank votes to legiti-
mate voters.

• Vote counting institution: Statistics of the total num-
ber of votes and verification of the legitimacy of
votes.

In the actual electronic voting activities, registration
agency, vote issuing agency and vote count agency can
merge, but also can be decomposed into multiple institu-
tions.

Generally, a complete voting process is as follows: Vot-
ers apply to the registration agency for authentication.

After the registration agency receives the application, it
examines the voting qualifications of the voter. If satis-
fied, it will be validated successfully and become a valid
voter. Otherwise, the application is rejected. Then the
vote issuing agency will send the blank vote to the voter
who is a valid voter. The voter fills in the blank vote
after received, and then send the filled vote to the vote-
counting institution, which counts the vote and publishes
the final results.

4 Electronic Voting Scheme Based
on LUC Secret System and Se-
cret Sharing

The scheme consists of five agencies: Voters V1, V2, ..., Vm,
regulatory agency abbreviated as RA, secret distribution
agency abbreviated as DA, vote counting agency abbre-
viated as CA, including n vote counters C1, C2, ..., Cn,
verification agency recorded as PA, all of the above agen-
cies and entities are credible, p,q are two large enough
prime numbers, let N = pq, the LUC public key and pri-
vate key of voter Vi(i = 1, 2, ...m) are {N, ei} and di (i
= 1, 2,...,m), the LUC public key and private key of RA
are {N, dRA} and eRA, Q is a randomly selected prime
greater than N, ID number is the random identifier of Vi.

4.1 Initial Phase

At this phase, voter identification is verified and voters
get blank votes.

Step 1: If voter Pi (i=1,2,...,m) authentication is re-
quired. Pi firstly forms his or her own private key
ei and public key {N, di}, where ei is also Pi’s iden-
tity information and meets the voting requirements.
Then, it sends the authentication request Request to
RA through anonymous channel.

Step 2: After receiving Pi’s Request, RA randomly se-
lects an integer g from (

√
N,N − 1) and sends g to

Pi via anonymous channel.

Step 3: After receiving g, Pi uses his or her own private
key ei to sign g, which is calculated by LUC encryp-
tion method, and sends the result of signature to RA
through the anonymous channel.

Step 4: After receiving Pi’s signature, RA uses {N, di}
to verify the validity of Vdi(g, 1) mod N , that is, is
g = Vdi

(Vei(g, 1), 1) mod N valid. If it is valid, it ran-
domly selects a unique ID from (

√
N,N−1). Then it

sends the ID number to Pi through anonymous chan-
nel, and at the same time, it sends the ID number
to each vote counter C1, C2, ..., Cn, and RA encrypts
the blank vote s’ with its own private key using the
LUC encryption method, as VdRA

(s′, 1) mod N and
sends the encrypted blank vote to Pi through anony-
mous channel. If not, RA sends a Rejection message
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to Pi, Pi can re-sign and verify, If Pi authentication
fails more than three times, RA refuses to accept Pi’s
authentication.

4.2 Secret Sharing Phase

This phase includes participants vote and send votes to
secret distribution agency (DA), which uses Shamir’s (t,
n) to decompose votes into multiple secret sharings, and
then sends them to n vote counters.

Step 1: After receiving the ID number and the en-
crypted blank vote, the voter Pi decrypts blank vote
as VeRA

(VdRA
(s′, 1), 1) mod N , The voter Pi fills in

the blank vote s′ and gets the vote si. After encrypt-
ing the si and ID number ID with Pi’s LUC private
key, Pi sends them to the secret distribution agency
(DA) through the anonymous channel.

Step 2: After DA receives Pi’s vote, it decrypts the vote
si and the corresponding ID with Pi’s public key.
DA randomly selects n different non-zero elements
x1, x2, ..., xn from GF (q) (q is a large prime and
q > n), DA exposes xi(i = 1, 2, ..., n) and assigns
to Cj(j = 1, 2, ..., n).

Step 3: DA randomly chooses t−1 elements ai1, ai2, · · · ,
ain from GF (q). The t−1 polynomial is constructed
as follows:

f(Pi)(x) = si + ai1x+ ai2x
2 + ...+ ai(t−1)x

t−1.

DA calculates yj = f(Pi)(xj), 1 ≤ j ≤ n, 1 ≤ i ≤ m.

Step 4: DA encrypts yj and ID number of Pi and PI
by LUC and sends them to the corresponding vote
counter Cj(j = 1, 2, ..., n).

4.3 Counting Phase

After each vote counter receives the secret sharing and ID
number, it decrypts by LUC. Then, it checks whether it
has received the secret sharing of the same ID number,
discards it if it has received it, and saves it if it has not
received it. Because the Shamir’s (t, n) method is (+, +)
homomorphic, the addition operation is performed after
all secret sharings received by each vote counter. The final
voting result can be restored directly, which is proved as
follows. Let

F (Cj) =

m∑
i=1

f(Pi)(xj).

It can be written as:

F (Cj) =

m∑
i=1

f(Pi)(xj)

= (s1 + s2 + ...+ sm) + (a11 + a21 + ...+ am1)xj

+(a12 + a22 + ...+ am2)x2j + ......+ (a1(t−1)

+a2(t−1) + ...+ am(t−1))x
t−1
j (j = 1, 2, ..., n).

According to the following formula, the final result of vot-
ing can be obtained:

s1 + s2 + ...+ sm =

t∑
j=1

F (Cj)

t∏
i=1,j 6=i

xi
xi − xj

.

4.4 Verification Phase

After obtaining the final result of the voting activity di-
rectly through the homomorphic nature of secret sharing,
if there are voters who doubt whether their voting infor-
mation is accurately recorded, they can submit their ID
number to CA for application verification, and CA can
recover the votes through the t in n vote counters accord-
ing to the ID number by the following formula, where
r = 1, 2, ...,m.

sr =
t∑

i=1

f(Pr)(xi)

t∏
j=1,j 6=i

xj
xj − xi

(1)

If existing voters or any third party organizations question
the overall results of the voting, CA can recover all the
information of the votes through t in n vote counters, and
then calculate the final results by the following formula.

s1 + s2 + ...+ sm =

t∑
i=1

f(P1)(xi)

t∏
j=1,j 6=i

xj
xj − xi

+

t∑
i=1

f(P2)(xi)

t∏
j=1,j 6=i

xj
xj − xi

+ ......+

t∑
i=1

f(Pm)(xi)

t∏
j=1,j 6=i

xj
xj − xi

(2)

5 Security Analysis

We provide a security analysis of the proposed scheme
from the following ten aspects.

• Completeness: In the verification phase, whether the
number of ID numbers of the vote counter is equal
to the number of successful voters can ensure that all
legitimate and valid votes are counted correctly. At
the same time, the number of ID numbers received
by DA can also ensure the consistency of the number
of votes, thus ensuring the integrity of the number of
votes in the whole voting process.

• Soundness: This scheme is based on LUC cryptosys-
tem. It combines the introduction of ID number and
the use of Shamir’(t, n) secret sharing to ensure the
security of voting activities, and to ensure that ille-
gal or malicious voters can not affect and destroy the
voting process.

• Privacy: In this scheme, the identity information of
voters is used and verified as the LUC private key.
Malicious voters and third parties can not obtain the
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identity information of legitimate voters through il-
legal channels. Also, the unique ID number gener-
ated by RA for voters randomly is also sent to vot-
ers through LUC encryption, which ensures that ID
number is not leaked, that is, the ID number is not
disclosed. Even if the ID number is leaked, it can not
bind the ID number to the voter’s identity informa-
tion. At the same time, it can not obtain the correct
blank votes, which ensures the privacy of the voter’s
identity. The voting process uses the LUC encryption
and decryption. Although the secret sharing process
does not encrypt the secret sharings, the leakage of
a certain number of secret sharings will not cause
leakage of the vote.

• Unreusability: Voters need to send their ID number
when voting. When voting is restored and counted, if
the counters receive the secret sharings of the same
ID number, they will be discarded and can not be
counted normally, which ensures that voters can only
vote once legally and effectively.

• Eligibility: In this scheme, voters need to authenti-
cate to RA for obtaining blank votes and their unique
ID number before voting, and don’t allow voters who
have not been authenticated to vote.

• Fairness: In this scheme, RA, DA, CA, PA and n
counters are credible, which can guarantee the ob-
jectivity and fairness of the whole voting process. As
long as the successful voters are verified by RA, they
will get the only ID number and blank votes which
can ensure that voters’ votes do not tamper.

• Verifiability: If there are voters who doubt whether
their voting information is accurately recorded, they
can submit their ID number to CA for application
verification, and CA can recover the votes through
the t in n vote counters according to the ID number
by Formula (1).

• Receipt-Freeness: In the process of identification,
voting and counting, voters can not prove their votes.
Even if there are Bribery electors at all phases, vot-
ers can not prove their votes to bribery electors. In
the later phase of voting verification, voters can only
check whether their votes are counted, but can not
show their contents of votes to CA.

• Universal Verifiability: If existing voters or any third
party organizations question the overall results of the
voting, CA can recover all the information of the
votes through t in n vote counters, and then calculate
the final results by Formula (2).

• Coercion-Resistance: If voters are coerced to disclose
their voting content after voting, because the scheme
has receipt-freeness, voters can not prove that their
open voting content is the real content of the origi-
nal voting, and the content obtained by the coerced

person may not have any relevance to the actual sit-
uation of voting.

The security of electronic voting of our method is com-
pared with the methods in [13, 27, 38, 40]. As shown in
Table 1.

Our scheme meets ten security requirements of elec-
tronic voting. Scheme [13] does not satisfy receipt-
freeness and universal verifiability; scheme [38] does not
satisfy Privacy, Receipt-Freeness, universal verifiability
and Coercion-Resistance; scheme [27] does not satisfy Pri-
vacy, Verifiability, Receipt-Freeness, and Universal Veri-
fiability; Scheme [40] does not satisfy Privacy, Receipt-
Freeness and Universal Verifiability. Based on the com-
parison, we can see that our proposed scheme is better
than its peer methods.

6 Conclusions

The first part of this paper introduces the current research
situation of electronic voting. The second part introduces
Shamir’s (t, n) secret sharing, the LUC cryptosystem and
the homomorphism of secret sharing. The third part il-
lustrates the security requirements and the form and com-
position of the electronic voting system. The fourth part
presents our proposed electronic voting scheme in this pa-
per. The fifth part analyses the security of our scheme and
compares it with other similar ones.

This scheme uses the LUC cryptosystem to verify vot-
ers’ identities. With the voter’s identity information as
the private key, RA cannot obtain the identity informa-
tion, and the ID number generated cannot bind to the
voter’s identity. It achieves the privacy of voter’s iden-
tity and guarantees the receipt-free voting process. After
voter votes, SD uses Shamir’s (t, n) secret sharing method
to divide vote into several secret shares and send them
to n vote counters. Each vote counter adds the secret
shares received homomorphically. The vote counter does
not need to restore each vote to obtain the final result of
the voting. In the verification phase, if someone doubts
the voting process or results, the voters’votes need to be
restored for verification. This process reachs the security
requirements of electronic voting and has high efficiency.
Since the number of voters can find the best value accord-
ing to the scale of voting activities, the scheme in this pa-
per is suitable for electronic voting activities of different
scales.

Our scheme does not encrypt the secret sharings, be-
cause considering that if an attacker can not get the vote
information if he or she obtains a single secret sharing, but
if the scale of the voting and the number of vote counters
are small, it will inevitably affect the security of voting
process, but at the same time it will affect the efficiency
of the vote decomposition and counting process, which
need to be considered in future research activities. Be-
sides, the scheme can achieve overall verifiability, but all
votes must be restored. For large-scale voting activities,
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Table 1: Security comparison of electronic voting

Security Our Scheme FOO. [13] Shilbayeh et al. [38] Luo et al. [27] Yuan et al. [40]
Completeness Y Y Y Y Y

Soundness Y Y Y Y Y
Privacy Y Y N Y N

Unreusability Y Y Y N Y
Eligibility Y Y Y Y Y
Fairness Y Y Y Y Y

Verifiability Y Y Y N Y
Receipt-Freeness Y N N N N

Universal Verifiability Y N N N N
Coercion-Resistance Y Y N Y Y

the efficiency is low. Whether there are better methods
is worthy of attention in future research.
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